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ON NON-CONVEX POLYHEDRAL SURFACES IN E2

GEORGE H. ORLAND

In this note only the simplest type of non-convex polyhedral
surface will be examined. These surfaces will be characterized
as the only non-convex polyhedral surfaces which have a con-
vex polar.

Proofs will depend upon the possibility of associating convex sur-
faces to the non-convex ones. Thus, by comparing a non-convex sur-
face with its convex "second polar", it will be possible to discover
how bending affects the angles of the non-convex surface. In a similar
way the Gauss-Bonnet relationship will be verified.

The tools of vector analysis provide simple and efficient means for
keeping track of the sizes of angles on one side of a non-convex poly-
hedral surface. The triple scalar product, together with the rules for
its manipulation and expansion, will be used a great deal. Thus Lemma
1 expresses known facts in terms of these products. In this connection,
sgn [M2£3] is to mean the algebraic sign of the triple scalar product
[ίiί2ί3] of the vectors tlf t2, and ί8. Furthermore sgn [ί^g] will only
be written when \txt2t^ Φ 0.

Polyhedral corners* Let tu , tk be an ordered set of vectors
in Es where k Ξ> 3 and any three consecutive vectors t^ly ti? and ti+1

are linearly independent. (All indices will always be reduced modulo
k.) The set of all vectors which are linear combinations of ti and tiV1

with nonnegative coefficients will be denoted by IL,*+i Furthermore
let the intersection of ΓL-i,* a n d ΓL,i+i be no more than the origin
unless i — jfi — 1 = j + 1, or i — 1 = j . When these conditions are
satisfied the collection of all vectors in the IL,»+i's will be called a
polyhedral corner. The origin is the vertex, the t/s are the edges,
and the IL,<+i's are the faces of the polyhedral corner. The angle
between t{ and ti+1 is the face angle φiti+1 of EL +i The normal to
the face IL,;+i is the vector nifi+1 — ί< x ti+1. The exterior angle et

formed by IL-i,* a n ^ IL,ί+i will have the magnitude of the angle be-
tween n^lti and niti+l9 and the sign of [£ί_1£ί£ί+1]. The dihedral angle
δ{ formed by Π*-i,ΐ a n d IL,;+i is 180° — e{. A polyhedral corner Σ
will be called convex if for each i, the plane of IL,;+i is a plane of
support for Σ.

LEMMA 1. Let Σ—Σ^) be a polyhedral corner. Then Σ is convex
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if and only if sgn [^-1^+1] i>s constant.

Proof. Suppose Σ is convex. It is sufficient to show that

sgn [ ί^^ί i+J = sgn [tiU+Ji+i]

for any i. However t^ and ti+2 must lie on the same side of the
plane of ΐ[i>i+1, so this equality holds.

The "if" part of this lemma will not be used in what follows and
is only mentioned for completeness. For this reason the proof, which
is not trivial, will be omitted.

LEMMA 2. An ordered set of vectors {tlf , tk} determines a
convex polyhedral corner if and only if sgn [ί ΐ_1ί ΐίy] is constant for
all i and all 3 different from i — 1 and i.

Proof. If Σ = Σ(ti) is a convex corner, then sgn [^-A^+i] is con-
stant for all i. For any particular i, the plane of IL-i,* supports Σ
so that sgn [**_!<<*,•] = sgn [^-iM +i] for all 3 different from i — 1 and i.

To prove the converse we must first show that the ί/s determine
a polyhedral corner. Since [ίi_iM»+i] Φ 0 for all i, any three consecu-
tive vectors are linearly independent. Now suppose the faces Π»-i,» a n d
Πy,i+i a r ^ distinct, and i Φ 3 and i — 1 Φ 3 + 1. Any vector common
to both of them is of the form at{_Y + ,S£< = Ίtά + Stj+U where a, β, 7, 8
are nonnegative. By taking the inner product of both sides of this
equation with t{_x x ti we get

0 = 7fo_M ] + δfc-xMi+J ,

so that 7 = δ = 0 and Π»-i,< Π Πi,i+i = 0. Thus we have a polyhedral
corner Σ(t^. The hypothesis now implies that Σ(t^ is convex.

Corners and polars* Starting with some given polyhedral corner
Σ — Σ(ti) we may ask whether or not the vectors nkfl, nlf2, , nk_ltk

form the edges of a new polyhedral corner. For this to occur we
must first of all have every consecutive set of three of them linearly
independent. However

[ni^ltiniti+1ni+lti+i] = [t<t<+iti+2][ίi-A*<+i] Φ 0 ,

so that this is automatically satisfied. The second condition, that non-
adjacent faces intersect in exactly the origin, need not be satisfied in
every instance. When the normals do form a new polyhedral corner
we call it the polar polyhedral corner, or just the polar of Σ, and
denote it by Σp.
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LEMMA 3. A polyhedral corner Σ = Σ(t{) is convex if and only
if it has a polar Σv which is convex, and has sgn [^~i,^,m%,j+i]
positive for all i and for all j different from i — 1 and i.

Proof. Suppose Σ is convex. Using Lemma 2, the existence and
convexity of Σp will follow from the positivity of sgn [%_1)^,ί+1%i>i+1]
for all i and all j different from i — 1 and L This in turn follows
by expanding

[^i-i,i^i,i+Λ ,i+i] = [(£i-i X U) X (ti X ti+Jl itj X tj+1)

and noting that, by Lemma 2, it is positive.
To prove the converse let sgn [%_1>ί%,ίιl%,y+1] be positive for all

i and all j different from i — 1 and i. The preceding equation tells
us that sgn [ίί__1tfίί+1] = sgn [^ίyίy+J for those same ΐ ' s and j's. One
more application of Lemma 2 shows that Σ(t{) is convex.

There is still another way for a polyhedral corner to have a con-
vex polar. This would occur if the sign in Lemma 3 were taken to
be negative.

LEMMA 4. Let Σ — Σ(ti) be a polyhedral corner with at least
four edges. Then sgn [titdtj+1] is constant as a function of j , where
j is different from i ~ 1 and i, and alternates as a function of i if
and only if sgn [ni_ltiniti+1njtj+1] is negative for all i and all j dif-
ferent from i — 1 and i. When this is the case Σ has a convex
polar. In fact Σ has exactly four edges.

Proof. The equivalence can be shown, in the following way, to
be a consequence of the identity

First suppose sgn ftί^+J satisfies the hypothesis. Then

= - s g n [ t i t i + 1 t i + 2 ] = -

and sgn [^-i,ί%,ί+i%,i+i] is negative. Conversely the negativity of
sgn [ni^Uiniti+1njtj+^\ shows that sgn [t ΐt it i + 1] is constant as j varies,
and also that sgn [ ί ^ +J = - s g n [^_A^+1] = - s g n [ί i_1^ ί j + 1 ].

When these hypotheses are satisfied, Lemma 2 shows that Σp exists
and is convex.

The expansion of (tλ x t2) x (t3- x tj+1) can be performed in two
ways to yield the identity
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By hypothesis sgn [ ί ^ +J = sgn(—[ί^ί,-]) and

sgn [t 1^ i + 1] ( [ i ^

Now should sgn [ίAίj +J = sgn [ί 1 ί i ί i + 1], then the faces Πi,2 and Πj,y+i
would intersect in points besides the origin. We conclude that

s g n [ ^ 2 t i f i ] = ~Bgn[t1tjtj+1]

when neither j nor j + 1 is equal to 1 or 2. Now suppose Σ has five
or more edgeso Then

sgn [tMa] = sgn \t2tst6] = sgn [t3tj>δ] = sgn [ ί ^ J

which is impossible. (It is easy to give examples of four-edged poly-
hedral corners which do satisfy the hypothesis.)

We shall call such non-convex polyhedral corners, which have con-
vex polars, saddle corners.

Bending a saddle corner. Starting with a saddle corner Σ = Σ(t?)
we shall form Σvv', the polar of the polar of Σ, and see how it is related
to Σ. An edge of Σp is niti+1 = t{ x ti+1 and a corresponding edge of
Σpp is

Corresponding to the face angle φiti+1 = ^C(ίi, t i+i) of Σ is the face angle

of J ^ . Since

sgn [ ί^^ί i+J = - s g n [ίiίi+A+a] ,

<Pi,i+i — 180° — φiti+1. Corresponding to the dihedral angle

δt = 180° - sgn [tί^Mi-Hl < (^i-i.i, ^i,i+i)

of Σ, the dihedral angle of Σpp is

δ; = 180° — sgn [mi^mimi+i] <£ (^Vi x ^ , m { x mi+

Now

sgn [m^^imί+il

and
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x mi9 mi x mi+1)

Thus

a; = 180° -

The second relation will be used to obtain the following result. The
first will be used later.

BENDING THEOREM. Let Σ = J?(ίf) and Γ = Γir^ be two saddle
corners whose corresponding face angles are equal. Let δ{ be the
dihedral angle of Σ at tί and 7* be the dihedral angle of Γ at r{.
Then sgn (δt — 7{) alternates as a function of i, in the case where
for all ί, sgn[ri_1riri+1] = — sgn [^_A^41], In the case where for
all i, sgn [ r ^ ^ r ^ J = sgn IA-I^-M], either all S{ — 7< have the same
sign or they are all zero.

Proof. The normal ri x ri+1 to a face of Γ will be called siti+1.
In the case where sgn [ r ^ r ^ + J =

δ4 - 7< = [180° - sgn [ί i _ 1 ί i ί i + 1 l < K _ l f i , w<(ί+1)]

- [180° - sgn [r^r^^] < (s^, sifί+1)]

which alternates as a function of i. In the case where

sgn [r^r^^] = sgn [t^tji+i] ,

δi - 7̂  = sgn [ r ^ r ^

= sgn [ r ^ r ^

- [180° -

where δj and Ί[ are dihedral angles of Σpp and Γ^5 respectively, cor-
responding to δi and 7* respectively. We are now able to apply a
well-known "four vertex" theorem [1, Chapt. II, p. 12] to the two
convex polyhedral corners Σpp and Γpp. For the situation we are con-
sidering, this theorem states that either δ\ — Ί\ is zero for all i, or
is zero for no i and alternates in sign as a function of i. Since
[ri^r^i^] also alternates in sign, the assertion is proved.

This theorem has the following interpretation when we think of
the saddle corner as having hinged edges. Picture the corner being
bent and thereby having its dihedral angles altered. Then all of its
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dihedral angles will be altered in the same direction provided it remains
a saddle corner throughout the process.

The case where the signs alternate arises in the following way.
Take a saddle corner, form a mirror image of it, and "bend" this
mirror image. Then compare this last corner with the original one.

The Gauss-Bonnet result* In [2] Polya discussed and proved a
version of the Gauss-Bonnet theorem for convex polyhedral surfaces.
We shall extend his Lemma II to saddle corners. (His Lemma II is
just the statement of the G — B theorem for convex corners.) Other
methods will probably be needed to extend this lemma to general
non-convex polyhedral angles.

Let Σ be a saddle corner so Σp is convex. Call — Kthe (negative)
total curvature of Σ which is, in magnitude, equal to the solid angle
included by Σp. Since (Σpp)p is Σp (or its mirror image), the total
curvature of Σvp is just K. The total geodesic curvature can be found
by taking a polygonal path around a polyhedral corner and computing
the total change in direction along this path. This turns out to be
exactly the sum of the face angles for that corner. The G — B theorem
is valid for Σpp so K + φl,2 + + φ[Λ = 360°. The sum of the face
angles of Σ is

?>i.i + + 9>4.i = (180° - φ[,2) + . . . + (180° - φ[Λ)

= 720° - (φ[>2 + . . . + φ[Λ) .

Therefore

= -K+ 720° - (cpί,2H

= 720° - 360° = 360°

and the G — B theorem is valid for Σ.
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